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Organizations who wish to have continuous access           to the Internet will enjoy uninterrupted
Internet connections with           KansasNet's high speed dedicated service options. KansasNet
will work with           your organization to assess your Internet needs and set up the best          
possible solution.

  

Frame-relay circuit and T1 pricing is going to            vary based on the amount of bandwidth
needed.  Below you will            find the average monthly pricing schedule.  Setup &          
installation costs may apply.  Please contact us for help to            determine what your loop
pricing.  Loop type may be            point-to-point, frame-relay, or ATM.

        128K   This option offers a speed of                     128Kbps. A fractional T1 is the recommended                     minimum level of service if you intend to have your own Web                     Server. As your Internet volume increases, it's easy to                     upgrade from 128Kbps to a full T1 connection.  $195/mo.
 + LOOP   
    256K   This option offers a speed of                     256Kbps. A fractional T1 is the recommended                     minimum level of service if you intend to have your own Web                     Server. As your Internet volume increases, it's easy to                     upgrade from 256Kbps to a full T1 connection.  $225/mo.
 + LOOP   
    384K   This option offers a speed of                     384Kbps. A fractional T1 is the recommended                     minimum level of service if you intend to have your own Web                     Server. As your Internet volume increases, it's easy to                     upgrade from 384Kbps to a full T1 connection.  $245/mo.
 + LOOP   
    512K   This option offers a speed of                     512Kbps. A fractional T1 is the recommended                     minimum level of service if you intend to have your own Web                     Server. As your Internet volume increases, it's easy to                     upgrade from 512Kbps to a full T1 connection.  $265/mo.
 + LOOP   
    768K   This option offers a speed of                     768Kbps. A fractional T1 is the recommended                     minimum level of service if you intend to have your own Web                     Server. As your Internet volume increases, it's easy to                     upgrade from 768Kbps to a full T1 connection.  $295/mo.
 + LOOP   
    T1   This service is capable of                     transferring data at speeds of up to 1.544 Mbps. T1 service                     is intended for organizations who are relaying large volumes                     of data over the Internet. This option is also well suited                     for connecting existing LANs.  $360/mo.
 + LOOP   
    T3   At 45 Mbps, T3 service is                     faster than standard Ethernet. This service is intended for                     organizations who need enterprise-wide access to the                     Internet.  CALL   
      

These services include 24/7 monitoring and technical support as needed,           available 6
days a week by our in-house, dedicated technical support           department.  For more
information on dedicated high-speed           services, please contact us using the form on the
left.
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